
Stitch Resist Masterclass Jane Callender
Maiwa East: 1310 Odlum Drive, Vancouver BC
Sep 26 - 30, 2018 Wed - Sun, 10am - 4pm

Student Supply List:

Maiwa will supply an amazing array of silk and cotton fabric for the students use as well as all the dyes needed for this
workshop.

The Maiwa Studios are well stocked work spaces, dedicated to all aspects of textile work, but if you have your favorite tools
such as small sharp embroidery scissors, rubber gloves, or a seam ripper it is recommended that you bring them. Please
remember to label all personal supplies. Students need to bring the following:

For DESIGN
- Ruler
- Set square
- Protractor
- Note book and pencil
- Small sketchpad or paper

For HAND SEWING
 -Selection of sewing needles; include embroidery sizes 6 & 7 and longer basting needles
- Pins, include fine pins for silk
- Small metal knitting needle for settling folds
- Small, fine spray water spritzer used when pulling up threads
- Water soluble fabric marker pens and/or fine tailor’s chalk pencils. Do not bring ones that fade and avoid dark colours.
(There will be 3 sewing machines in the studio for students to share should you choose to use them.)

For DYEING
- Non skid, covered shoes (we are using hot dyes)
- Large and tiny safety pins
- Couple of pairs of old tights. Not thick woollen ones!
- Identity tags to go on every piece of work from start to finish. ie Plastic ribbon, small wooden buttons etc. that will stay in tact
throughout dye processes. Check fastness.

For BINDING, CAPPING AND WRAPPING
- Small glass beads 3mm - 10 mm. Do not bring plastic as colours tend to run and may spoil others work
- Natural cotton string tight twist, very strong - similar to parcel string to be used for cylinder and core wrapping. Bring 2/3 balls
of string

For CYLINDER WRAPPING
- Please bring one or two cylinders if you have them and if it is not a problem to do so. Drainpipes from hardware store will
work. Drill a hole approx. 1" from each end large enough for string to pass through. Size suggestions follow:
    9 cm diameter 40 - 50 cm long    small
    12 cm diameter 40 - 50 cm long   Medium
    18 cm diameter 50 - 60 cm long    Large

Please label all personal supplies and tools and bring a bag lunch.
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